**Agenda for June 22, 2018**

Minutes and materials being updated

Update from SIP Communications and Outreach WG.

The UFS-Steering Committee is trying to understand the issues of Convective Allowing Models (CAM).

Towards that end we are formulating agenda items on CAM. There is relevance to several working groups: V&V, Physics, Infrastructure (Repository), Dynamics, Data Assimilation, etc.

This week: Adam Clark: FV3 in the 2018 NOAA Hazardous Weather Testbed HWT Spring Forecasting Experiment

---

Next Week: Ming Xue: Evaluation of FV3 Convection-Allowing Forecasts over CONUS using Different Physics Schemes during the 2018 Hazardous Weather Testbed Spring Experiment

Following: Curtis Alexander: CAM - WG to report on the efforts to develop metrics for the V&V workshop.